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ON THE PRODUCTION OF SUPERHEAVY ELEMENTSP. ArmbrusterGesellshaft für Shwerionenforshung mbH, Nulear Physis II DivisionPlankstrasse 1, 64291 Darmstadt, Germanye-mail: P.Armbruster�GSI.DE(Reeived July 10, 2002)Dediated to Adam Sobizewski in honour of his 70th birthdayHow the Island behind the Swamp was drained and bridged by thedisovery of Deformed Superheavy Elements is reported in a reminisentintrodution. What we know experimentally and theoretially on the nu-lear struture of SHE is reported in the �rst setion. The making ofthe elements with an analysis of prodution ross setions and its maro-sopi limitation to Z = 112 + " is presented in the seond setion. Thebreak-down of fusion ross setions in the �Coulomb Falls� within a rangeof about 10 elements is introdued as the universal limiting phenomenon.How the nulear struture of the ollision partners modi�es the on-set ofthis limitation is presented in Setion 3. Reations indued by deformednulei are pushed by side ollisions to higher exitation energies (4n- and5n-hannels), whereas reations driven by the luster-like, losed-shell nu-lei, 208Pb126 and 138Ba82 , are kept at low exitation energies (1n- and2n-hannels). The on-set of prodution limitation for deformed ollisionpartners is moved to smaller e�etive �ssilities x = 0.68 � 0.72, whereasfor spherial lusters the on-set is delayed x = 0.76 � 0.72 and x = 0.79� 0.72 for 138Ba and 208Pb, respetively. A short outlook, what should bedone in the future, ends the artile.PACS numbers: 25.85.Ca, 27.90.+b1. Changing the onepts of Superheavy Elements1.1. An Island behind the Swamp (1966�1984)Based on the interplay of Coulomb energy, surfae energy, and asymme-try energy in deformed liquid-drop like nulei, a �rst theory of �ssion waspresented by Bohr and Wheeler [1℄. The ratio of Coulomb fores to surfaetension, the �ssility x, serves as a saling parameter to desribe �ssion bar-riers. With inreasing proton number (Z), the Coulomb energy fores the(1825)



1826 P. Armbruster�ssion barrier to derease. For �xed Z, the �ssion barrier inreases withthe spei� neutron exess I = (N � Z)=A, passes a maximum and, �nally,fored by the asymmetry energy at large values of I, dereases again. Spon-taneous �ssion was predited to beome the dominant nulear deay mode atinreasing Z-values, reahing half-lives of 10�6 s around Z = 100. Later, theobservation of inreased stability of nulei at ertain magi numbers of nu-leons was explained by a shell model of the atomi nuleus with a spin�orbitterm in the nulear potential [2,3℄. �wi¡teki showed that shell orretionsto the binding energies of nulei are needed to explain �ssion barriers andspontaneous �ssion half-lives [4℄. Explaining the �ssion isomers [5℄, Myersand �wi¡teki [6℄ needed deformation dependent shell orretions. ThenStrutinsky [7℄ showed that shell gaps an be interpreted as regions of re-dued level density of the exited states of the system. His presription foralulating mirosopi shell orretions was applied to orret the bindingenergies of the nulear ground states obtained from a marosopi model,suh as the former liquid-drop model. These orretions an beome largeenough to stabilize the ground states of nulei even in the ase of vanishingmarosopi �ssion barriers. The onept of purely shell-stabilized nuleiwas born prediting further new elements, the Superheavy Elements (SHE)on an island around the next doubly magi nuleus. This nuleus was pre-dited to have 184 neutrons, as expeted from an extrapolation of the shellmodel. However, its proton number was not 126 as everybody ould haveguessed, but predited at Z =114 [8℄. The enter of the island was �xedat 298114184 in 1966 and there it stayed for 30 years. Today, thanks to abroad e�ort using di�erent self-onsistent mean �eld models we know thatlow-spin neutron and proton levels in the range Z = 114�126 and N =172�184 produe a wide region of redued level densities. Centered around298120178 we �nd spherial nulei in the mass range A = 288�308 for elementsZ = 114�124 [9�14℄.Between the heaviest nuleus synthesized at that time, 263Sg157 at LBLin 1974 [15℄, and the island of SHE a vast region of unstable nulei from A =263 to 286 was postulated, a swamp of instability separating the peninsulaof known nulei and the island of spherial SHE. All e�orts during a �rstperiod of 15 years to produe SHE (1968-1983) onentrated to land vianulear reations on the island or to disover SHE in Nature as a primordialgift of element formation in the early universe. None of these enterpriseshad any suess and most of the nulear physiists were ready to give up thesearh.Early experiments on omplete fusion reations aiming at N = 184 andZ = 114 at GSI ontributed to the searh. At SHIP among others theapture-reation 136Xe/170Er ! 306122184 [16℄ and the 2n-reations48Ca/244Pu! 290114176 and 48Ca/248Cm! 294116178 [17℄ were investigated



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1827in 1977 and 1982/83, and lower limits of ross setions in the nb-region wereobtained. These limits were a fator 108 smaller than the most optimistipreditions in 1966. I suspeted that our onepts of how to produe SHE'sand not their ground state stability might be the major problem.Studies on fusion reations and on Pb/Bi-based reations were in the fo-us of SHIP experiments during the UNILAC-period (1976�1990) of GSI [18℄.Using our reoil-separation tehnique, implantation into ative detetors,and orrelation analysis of deay-hains opened a new physial method forheavy element researh. We heked the earlier Dubna-experiments [19℄ us-ing 208Pb- and 209Bi-targets ombined with beams of 50Ti- and 54Cr-beams.The 1n-hannel in these reations was disovered in 1980 via the produtionof 257Rf with 10 nb in the reation 50Ti/208Pb. This disovery opened for ourgroup the passage towards 277112, whih �nally was reahed 16 years laterwith 0.5 pb by replaing 50Ti by 70Zn [20℄. Six elements were disovered atGSI, repeatedly and steadily improved applying the 1n-hannel reations.The elements Bh (107), Hs (108), Mt (109), 110, 111, and 112 were syn-thesized with steadily dereasing ross setions in the omplete fusion of208Pb and 209Bi with the most neutron-rih stable even�even isotopes of theelements Z = 24�30. On the average, a fator 3.8 had to be paid reah-ing the next higher element on this long journey passing the former swampof instability. How did we manage to pass the obstale? Starting to playautiously on the shores of the swamp we found our �rst element Z = 107with 262107, now bohrium in early 1981 [21℄. Odd�odd isotopes were knownto be speially stable against spontaneous �ssion deay. We took this argu-ment and argued that the next try should go to an odd�odd isotope of Z =109, now meitnerium, replaing the 54Cr-projetiles by 58Fe. We disoveredin 1982 the isotope 266Mt deteting a single hain with one new orrelated?-partile, preeding the known hain of 262Bh [22,23℄. I remember 1983started as a year of open questions and disussions. 266Mt157 and 263Sg157have the same number of neutrons. We had just added three protons to theheaviest nuleus known before we started our work. What are the orbitalsfor the 3 protons, whih inrease the height of the �ssion barrier in orderto ompensate the steady derease of the barriers approahing the swamp?Is that possible at all? Is the swamp of spontaneous �ssion just a plausibleexplanation and welome exuse to end heavy element synthesis at atominumber 106? 1.2. A bridge of deformed SHE (1983�1985)The disussion on the nulear struture of SHE was barred by the ideaof spherial nulei, whih should give the largest stabilization to a �ssionbarrier. The separated island of spherial nulei, a hild of the shell-model,



1828 P. Armbrusterand the rapid break-down of stability against spontaneous �ssion-deay withinreasing atomi number, a late hild of the liquid drop-model, generatedthe swamp. Nulear struture of deformed nulei known to stabilize nu-lear ground states in large regions below 208Pb was marginalized as of noimportane for the heaviest elements. There was only a minor theoreti-al e�ort to understand the deformed nulei in the swamp ontrasting thevery large number of papers on the spherial nulei on the island. In 1974,A. Sobizewski presented a review paper at the 27th Nobel Symposium inPhysis on �SHE � Theoretial Preditions and Experimental Generation�[24℄. A. Bohr in the disussion of Adam's paper on �Review of Reent SHEPreditions� gave a omment: �We have heard a great deal about the searhof superheavy nulei with a spherial shape? What about the possibility ofSHE in other shapes stabilized by shell struture?�An important paper of �wiok, Paskhevih, Dudek, and Nazarewiz ap-peared in 1983 [25℄ on deformed nulei in the range 104�110. The authorsreplaed the Nilsson single partile potential formerly used by a Wood�Saxon potential and introdued the full 3 parameter (�2��4)-deformationspae to alulate shell orretions. They predited high �ssion barriersand inreased stability for deformed nulei entered around 270Hs, a �ndingagainst the rules of the time. End of the year 1983 a areful investigationon the spontaneously �ssioning isotopes of elements Z = 104 and Z = 106was published by Demin, Tretyakova, Utyonkov, and Shirokovsky [26℄. Itwas proposed that the sf -isotopes, formerly assigned to Z = 106, mightbe the �-deay daughters of Sg isotopes, that is isotopes of Z = 104. Thehigher element Z = 106 should be more stable against spontaneous �ssionthan Z = 104, another �nding against the rules of the time. At GSI, wedeteted the �-sf -orrelations of 260Sg/256Rf only a few months later inJanuary 1984 by establishing the �-deay of an even�even isotope of Z =106. These experiments seriously questioned the existene of the swamp ofinstability. The �nal proof of inreasing stability against spontaneous �ssionfor elements beyond Rf was given by the disovery of element 108 disoveredFebruary 14, 1984 [27℄. In my leture June 1984 at the 91st Fermi-Shoolin honor of H. Bethe at Varenna, I elaborated from the unexpeted �nd-ing of high �ssion barriers up to Z = 109 the possibility to reah elements(Z = 110�114) along a window of deay hains following (N�Z) = 50�3[28℄. These isotopes should deay by �-hains reahing well- known isotopesof the lighter elements Sg to No. It was in this orridor, in whih the ele-ments Z = 110 to Z = 112 were disovered more than 10 years later at GSI[29,30,20℄. P. Möller, whom I met in Berkeley in spring 1984, immediatelyreated on our disovery of Hs (Z = 108) and alulated with R. Nix in LosAlamos shell orretions for the isotopes Z <112 andN <170. An inrease ofsf -stability was on�rmed inluding �4-deformations of these isotopes [31℄.



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1829A. Sobizewski and S. �wiok started, based on the 1983 �wiok�Paskhevihpaper [25℄, a areful study whih established onviningly in an inreaseddeformation-spae inluding �6- deformation, the island of deformed barrel-like (�4 <0) purely shell-stabilized nulei entered at 270Hs. End of 1984I started to speak of �deformed superheavies� in talks presenting the stateof the �eld, and in 1986 Sobizewski introdued in their following papersthis term into the literature [32,33℄, Fig. 1. Sine then there are two re-gions of purely shell-stabilized elements, deformed SHE entered at 270Hsand spherial SHE for elements Z = 114�124, N = 172�184.

Fig. 1. Regions of relatively long-lived nulei; as believed earlier (a) and expetedpresently [33℄.1983/1984, within less than a year in a ommon e�ort of experiment andtheory, the piture of heavy element stability hanged: The swamp of insta-bility was drained and bridged by the deformed SHE. Theory revealed theground-state stability of the heaviest elements and the nulear struture oftheir isotopes sine then in all details (Setion 2). But my fous moved moreand more to the unsolved problem of making SHE, disussed in Setion 3.2. SHE � born out of nulear struture2.1. Fission barriers, shell-orretions, and experimental massesThe mirosopi orretions to the binding energy of heavy nulei areof the same order as the smoothly varying liquid-drop barriers, whih arehosen as a saling referene. Shell orretions and the liquid-drop barriersare underlying the presentation of heavy nulides shown in �gure 2. Thedouble-shell losures at 208Pb and at 298120178 are the enters of regions of



1830 P. Armbruster

Fig. 2. The region of shell-stabilized nulei may be divided in �ve sub-regions de-�ned by the ratio of the height of the shell orretion energies to the marosopi�ssion barriers. Regions of spherial (S) and deformed (D) nulei, shells and sub-shells between 208Pb and 304120 are indiated. N�Z = 62 is indiated by thehathed line, beyond whih no ompound nulei an be searhed by ombinationsof available ollision partners. In the shaded region about 50 isotopes of D-SHEare found, whih an be produed in omplete fusion reations.spherial nulei, whih are separated by a wide region of deformed nulei.Sub-shells at 252Fm152, 270Hs162 and 292120172 are indiated. The outer on-tour lines of �gure 2 orrespond to half-lives of about 10�6 s and representthe detetion limit of todays' experiments. Numbers indiate di�erent re-gions de�ned by di�erent ratios of shell orretions to liquid-drop barriers.In region (1) the liquid-drop barrier has fallen below the zero-point energy(Bf = 0.5 MeV). Shell orretions dominate and give high and narrow �ssionbarriers that protet against spontaneous �ssion deay. This is the regionof SHE (Z = 107�124), where we �nd the deformed superheavy isotopes(D-SHE) and spherial (S-SHE) isotopes. The D-SHE extend from 260Sg154to 280112168 and are entered around 270Hs162. They are followed by theS-SHE extending to 308124 and being entered around 298120. All in all,we expet more than 300 isotopes, the ground states of whih are protetedagainst immediate spontaneous �ssion deay by a loal marosopi orre-tion to their binding energies, but only about 50 isotopes in the grey regionan be made by omplete fusion. Going further down to the region (2), fromSg (Z=106) to Fm (Z=100) the shell orretion energies beome weaker, butthe liquid-drop barriers start to inrease. Here, spontaneous �ssion beomesa dominant deay mode at Rf (Z=104). Region (3) shows shell orretionenergies and liquid-drop barriers of about equal height, starting with a ra-tio of 2 and ending with a ratio of 0.5 for these quantities. We �nd two



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1831subregions. First, at N = 126 there are strongly shell-stabilized spherialnulei for elements above radium with barriers twie their liquid drop �s-sion barriers. They are observed up to U, but are elusive beyond U [34℄.These nulei are the best approximation to the spherial superheavy nuleiat N = (172�184), whih are elusive as well. Seond, between Es (Z=99)and Pu (Z=94) we �nd the well-studied region of deformed nulei and �s-sion isomers [5℄ haraterized by the interplay of shell orretion energiesand the inreasing liquid- drop barriers. In this region the most omplex nu-lear struture is expeted. Region (4) is dominated by liquid drop barriers(Z = 89�93). Below the line of equal neutron binding energy and liquid dropbarriers (Z<88) in region (5), �ssion is observed at high exitation energiesonly, and is not important for the ground state deay and the propertiesof nulei at low exitation energy. The spirit of Figs. 1 and 2 is the same.There is one world of atomi nulei surrounded by the three instabilities:Drip lines for protons and neutrons and binary break-up by spontaneous�ssion.Superheavy nulei deaying by ground-state to ground-state �-deaysyield diretly the binding energy di�erene between the parent and daughternulei. The �-deay of even�even nulei predominantly populates the groundstate and the mass-exess of the parent nuleus is obtained by summingthe measured �-deay energy and the known mass-exess of the daughternuleus. Alpha-deay hains onnet nulei with the same (N�Z)-value anda hain of even�even nulei bridges a region of atomi numbers equal totwie the number of �-deay generations. The mass-exess values of theeven�even nulei in the hain (N�Z) = 48 between Z = 108 and Z = 102were measured in experiments at GSI using 1n- and 2n-reations on 207;208Pbtargets [35�37℄.The di�erene between the alulated mass-exesses of a struturelessmarosopi nulear model [38℄ and the measured values gives the shell-orretion energies. In the spirit of the early paper of �wi¡teki [4℄, whihintrodued the onept of mirosopi orretions to nulear binding ener-gies, the shell orretion energies of the heaviest nulei were determined forthe known even�even isotopes of transurani isotopes [28,39℄. These are pre-sented in �gure 3(a), whih is taken from a paper published 1989 togetherwith Patyk and Sobizewski [39℄ as a summary on our ommon hild, the�Deformed SHE�.Negleting the mirosopi orretion of the binding energy at the saddlepoint, the �ssion barrier height is obtained by summing the �ssion barrieralulated from a marosopi model and the experimental ground-stateshell-orretion, �gure 3(b). The negative shell orretions are strongest for208Pb126. They beome weaker going to higher masses, and they reah val-ues lose to zero near A = (224�228). Inreasing A further, approahing the
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Fig. 3. For the known even�even isotopes of elements U to Hs [39℄: (a) Theshell-orretion energiesMexp-Mmaro/MeV; solid irles denote experimental data(�N�Z = 48); x's denote alulations [32℄ (b) The �ssion barriers [Bmaro-(Mexp-Mmaro)℄; solid irles denote experimental data, pluses shell-orreted data; openirles marosopi data [38℄.next shell at 270Hs162 they are steadily reinfored again and reah values of�(5�6) MeV, �gure 3(a). The �ssion barriers between U and Hs are highand stay in the range of (5�0.5) MeV, �gure 3(b). The derease of themarosopi �ssion barriers reahing values lose to the zero-point vibra-tional energy of 0.5 MeV at Sg is ompensated by the steadily inreasingmirosopi shell orretions of the ground-state binding energies.The fat that these nulei deay by �-emission shows that the �ssionbarriers are high enough to protet the nulei against immediate sponta-neous �ssion. It is the internal struture that makes the ground-state shellorretions large. Loally restrited in the deformation spae around theground-state a hole in the potential energy surfae appears, whih is equiv-alent to raise a �ssion barrier stabilizing the nulear system even in the aseof marosopi instability. The �-deay in the (N�Z) = 48 hain provesthat �ssion barriers for even�even nulei are high enough, at least up toZ = 108, to guarantee deay times of spontaneous �ssion that are longerthan the �- deay half-lives, whih are of the order of 10�3 s. 264Hs has all



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1833harateristis required for a superheavy even�even isotope.Moreover, the analysis of masses and half-lives in the hain N�Z = 48gave not only �ssion barriers but also estimates of the urvature of thebarriers [35,18℄. Beyond Z = 102, the barrier urvature inreases by a fatorof 2 ompared with isotopes of lighter atinides. Here, a derease of the�ssion barrier by 1 MeV hanges the spontaneous �ssion half-life by only3�4 orders of magnitude, as ompared to the 7 orders of magnitude foundfor the broad barriers of lighter elements. Figure 4 shows the alulatedbarriers for 240Pu [40℄ and 260Sg [32℄. The �gure taken from Adam's workdemonstrates that 260Sg has a single high and narrow barrier orroboratingthe analysis of spontaneous �ssion half-lives, whih indiated large barrierurvature values for the heaviest isotopes [35℄. The barrier exit point for260Sg at 1.15 times the nulear radius R0 orresponds to an elongation ofabout 2.3 fm ompared to the diameter of the equivalent sphere of 15.5 fm.The shell stabilization of SHE is restrited to a rather ompat on�gurationlose to the 2:1 axis ratio of superdeformation. SHE are not only purelyshell-stabilized, but also restrited in the deformation oordinate to smallelongations of 2 fm only. At larger deformations the superheavy nuleuslooses its stability and beomes an ordinary marosopi droplet.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the �ssion barriers of 240Pu and 260Sg. The narrow, single-humped barrier protets the nuleus 260Sg [32℄ at small deformations that orre-spond to the �rst barrier of 240Pu [40℄.



1834 P. Armbruster2.2. Shell orretions from the marosopi�mirosopi approahMarosopi nulear models ombined with a mirosopi approah,whih takes into aount the struture of the nulear system, reproduebest the binding- energies, deay-modes, level-shemes and shell losures inthe mass regions that have been studied so far. The most reliable alula-tions stem from Adam's group for even�even nulei of elements Z = 102�112[41℄. They reprodue the measured mass- exesses and spontaneous �ssionhalf-lives. Before we started the synthesis of element 112, Adam depositedhis predition of the deay hain of 277112 in my o�e, and indeed he wasvery lose to the experimental �nding. Figure 5 shows the shell-orretionenergies between Pb and element 120 [42℄. Extrema of shell orretionsare predited for the deformed nuleus 270Hs162 and the spherial nuleus298114184. The landsape between the smallest values near A = 228 and the

Fig. 5. Shell-orretion energies for elements between Pb and element Z = 120 [41℄.The blak symbols are known nulei beyond Sg.next doubly losed deformed shell at Z = 108 and N = 162 desribes well thetrend of the experimental shell orretions, as shown before in �gure 3(a). Asmooth transition to larger negative shell orretions for nulei approahing270Hs is predited, followed by a �at loal elevation of 1.5 MeV at 284114170between the deformed and spherial minima. Ever shorter half-lives end theperiodi system of elements at proton number Z = 122/124 due to �-deayand at neutron number N = 186/190 due to spontaneous �ssion. Followingthe alulations of Fig. 5, the number of superheavy isotopes is as large asthe number of stable ones. The world of superheavy elements is no island.It is onneted to the world of stable isotopes via the orridor (N�Z) =



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1835(50�3). Long �- hains of odd mass isotopes avoiding spontaneously �s-sioning even�even isotopes �nd a way from the superheavy elements to thelighter, long-lived atinides by passing the remainder of a swamp of �ssionaround Rf. The lighter atinides �nally deay via the primordial �-hainsto the stable isotopes of Pb and Bi, whih were used to reate the SHE.2.3. Self-onsistent mean �eld theoriesSelf-onsistent mean �eld models were developed in parallel to themarosopi�mirosopi shell orretion method [43�47℄. In the last yearsthey reahed an auray that made them ompetitive to the shell-orretionmethod [9�14℄. The latter is still the more aurate method to extrapo-late the bulk properties of nulei to a nearby neighborhood. This is be-ause, as data aumulated from many experiments, the parameter-sets ofthe marosopi�mirosopi models were improved ontinuously.The mutual support of shell orretions for neutrons and protons is evi-dent from data on neutron- and proton-binding energies as well as on �-deayQ-values, but is not an ingredient of the marosopi�mirosopi models[48℄. A mass formula that takes these �ndings into aount still has highpreditive power for nulei up to the region of superheavy elements [49℄.It reprodues best the mass-exess data of the hain (N�Z) = 48 [37℄ andmeets within 0.7 MeV the mass-exess value of (119.6�0.2) MeV at 264Hs.For extrapolations to regions far from nulear stability, the di�erent self-onsistent mean �eld models are in priniple the better approah. An e�e-tive nulear two-body interation introdued by Skyrme in 1959 [50℄ madeHartree�Fok alulations tratable, as was shown by Vautherin and Brink[51℄. Models using Skyrme-fores (SHF) are a �rst lass of nonrelativistiself-onsistent mean �eld theories, whih are applied with varying param-eters by di�erent shools [9,10℄, as disussed in a reent publiation [14℄.Dehargé and Gogny introdued a two-body fore of �nite range [46℄, whihrequired large numerial alulational e�orts, but gave very good agreementwith nulear data and level shemes. A seond lass of self-onsistent mean�eld models are the relativisti mean �eld, RMF-models [12,47℄. The �niterange interation is built up from e�etive mesoni �elds, and the spin�orbit interation in nulei emerges diretly, as was shown bak in 1956 byDürr [52℄. To explain the shell-losures in nulei spin�orbit splitting wasintrodued into the early shell model, into the marosopi�mirosopi ap-proah, and into other SHF-models ad-ho. The RMF-models predit shelllosures far from the region of known nulei in a unique and diret way.Spin-orbit splitting follows from the gradient of the e�etive mesoni inter-ation, whih peaks at the nulear surfae. For a given proton shell, thedi�erent isotopes show di�erent neutron densities, radii and di�usenesses,whih hange the spin�orbit interation. The mutual support of shell lo-



1836 P. Armbrustersures for neutrons and protons beomes an intrinsi feature of RMF-models.For SHF-models with e�etive spin�orbit interations the mutual supportis also guaranteed, but the isotopi and isotoni dependenes were foundto di�er from RMF-results. Beause shell losures are a diret onsequeneof the mesoni �elds, RMF-models are best suited to answer the questionof where the next spherial shell should be expeted. For heavy nulideswith large values of isospin, the radial density dependenes may adjust suhthat neutrons and protons have di�erent distributions, or that the nuleondensity hanges radially. Then the gradient of the potential hanges, thespin�orbit interation adjusts, and the shells are modi�ed. Neutron-rihheavy nulides far from the known isotopes may have shell losures, whihesape desription by a marosopi�mirosopi model.Reent publiations reporting results from self-onsistent mean �eldmodels [9�13℄ made preditions of the nulear struture of superheavy iso-topes, and of shell-losures beyond 208Pb. Most of the preditions of themarosopi�mirosopi approahes were on�rmed. Among them, the de-formed shell at 270Hs, a transition from deformed to spherial nulei forN = 170�2, and a spherial shell at N = 184 were found in all alulations.The spherial shell at Z = 114 was not on�rmed. It moved to Z = 120.At N = 172 a new sub-shell was found and a new spherial shell losure for292120172 is predited [11,13℄. This nuleus is predited to be a new nulearspeies, with a density that is depleted in the entral region.The shell at Z = 114 disappears in the self-onsistent model using theGogny-fore [13℄, in RMF models, and in all but one of the SHF-models [14℄.The disappearane of the shell at Z = 114 is orrelated to the size of thespin�orbit splitting of the proton 2f orbitals. In former non self-onsistentmodels the spin�orbit interation was �tted to the p3=2=p1=2-splitting in 16O.This ondition is neessary, but not su�ient. The high spin�orbit doubletsalso must be reprodued by an interation that is used to extrapolate beyondknown nulei. The �ts reproduing the spin�orbit splitting in 16O overes-timated the splittings of the higher 2d- and 2f orbitals in 208Pb by 50%ompared to the experimental values. By far the smallest deviations fromthe experimental splittings in 208Pb are obtained by the RMF-models. Here,the �t to 16O also reprodues the higher orbits within 20%. Large spin�orbitsplittings of the proton 3p- and 2f -orbits favor a shell losure at Z = 114,whereas a redued splitting favors Z = 120, as alulated from RMF-models.The good desription of the spin�orbit splittings in 208Pb provides a strongargument to swith the searh to Z = 120, as reommended in Ref. [14℄ andto abandon hope for a shell at Z = 114, on whih experimentalists havebeen �xed sine 1966. Preditions of the marosopi�mirosopi model[42℄, suh as those shown in �gure 5, rely on a Z = 114-shell. Thus beyondZ = 112 they may have to be revised.



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1837A shell losure at Z = 126 is predited by some of the SHF-models withlarge spin�orbit splittings of the 3p and 2f -orbits and a high lying i11=2-orbit [9℄, but none of the RMF-models predits suh a shell. Moreover, the� half-lives of isotopes of elements beyond 122 are predited to be shorterthan the limits set by experimental tehniques. The searh for a superheavyelement at 310126184 is no task for today's experimental equipment.The RMF-models [14℄, the self-onsistent mean �eld model using theGogny-fore [13℄, and some of the SHF-models [11℄ predit a entral deple-tion of the radial density distribution of up to 30%. This entral depletiona�ets the low l-orbits (3p and 2d), whih are onentrated in the enterof the nuleus, more than the higher l-orbits (2f and 2g) onentrated atthe surfae. As the gradients of the density distribution at the outer sur-fae and the inner surfae hange sign, so does the spin�orbit interationwhih is proportional to the gradient. The spin�orbit interation of the 3p-and 2d-orbits de�ned by the radial interation integral is strongly dereased,whereas the integral is hanged only a little for the 2f - and 2g-orbits. Theentral depletion is largest when the ation of the N = 172 and the Z = 120shells support eah other, and the shell-gap beomes largest for 292120172.The RMF-models predit not only a derease of the spin�orbit splitting, buteven a hange of the level ordering; d5=2 neutrons and p3=2-protons shouldhave lower binding energies than their low spin ounterparts. The �niterange of the Gogny-fore [13℄ ombined with a spin�orbit interation addedad ho, treated in a self-onsistent alulation, also predits the entral deple-tion for exatly the same nuleus 292120172. This ross hek of two theoriesgives additional weight to the predition.N = 172 is lose to the transition to deformed nulei. Very reent al-ulations inluding deformation lose to 292120172 show oblate shapes of theground states for N = 172-nulei. Whether oblate shapes and spherial nu-lei entrally depleted in density oexist in this range, or deformation �nallyprevails over spheriity one more, is still an open question [53℄.Summarizing the results of self-onsistent mean �eld theories: Low spinstates are found for Z = 114�126 as well as forN = 172�184, imbedded belowand above these numbers in high spin states. All over this (Z,N)-rangeentered around 298120178 level densities are small, and shell orretions arelarge. An extended highly shell-stabilised island of spherial nulei is to beexpeted around Z = 120 and N = 178.The entral nuleus 298120 ould be reahed via the 4n-hannel in asym-metri reations of the heaviest even�even atinides and neutron-rih stableisotopes of the elements Z = 24�30. The same beams whih gave us the ele-ments Z = 107�112 ombined with atinides hit the enter of spherial SHE.Moreover, the (N�Z) = 58 deay hain is predited by the di�erent theo-retial models. Even symmetri reations of 2 deformed 150Nd-nulei reah



1838 P. Armbruster298120 in a 2n-hannel. About 2/3 of the ombinations of neutron-rih even�even isotopes overing the whole range of asymmetries o�er a landing at Z= 120 in the optimal range of N = 178�2. Never a SHE-landing plae wasbetter situated than this target. You know, where to hit, and you know whatalulations you want to �nd. The announement of a disovery of element120 is on the agenda of the next years. It will need the highest standards ofthe art of experimentation to show that this wanted and welome result mustbe wrong. A di�ult task, but truth in siene �nally annot be hidden.3. The making of the elements � a proessintrinsially frustrated3.1. Complete fusion ross setionsTwo methods have been suessfully used to produe heavy elementsbeyond nobelium by fusion of two lighter nulei via xn-evaporation hannels:Atinide-based 4n and 5n reations at exitation energies in the range of(40�50) MeV and Pb/Bi- based reations in the range of (10�20) MeV. Foreah of the two methods exitation funtions have been measured, exeptthe respetive last reations leading to Z = 108 and Z = 111, 112.Figure 6 shows 5 prodution ross setions of 248Cm-indued synthesisreations for elements between Lr and Hs, that is for projetiles between 15Nand 26Mg. Hs was reahed reently in the reation 248Cm(26Mg,5n) 269Hswith � = (6+6�3) pb [54℄. A derease overing 5 elements of a fator 2� 103is observed and a mean fator of 7 is lost going to the next higher element.Extrapolating to Z = 110 gives � = 0.1 pb. For an element given all lighteratinide-targets show smaller ross setions than 248Cm. Moreover, Fig. 6shows, that synthesizing elements between No and Hs by 5n- reations inirradiations of the heaviest even�even targets with 26Mg-projetiles gaveross setions, whih dereased by more than 3 orders of magnitude. Goingto the next higher element and keeping the same projetile is paid by a lossfator in the ross setion of about 4. In the reation 249Cf(27Al,5n)271111element 111 should be reahed at the 0.1 pb-level.The Pb/Bi-based reations shown in Fig. 6 over the range betweenNo and Z = 112, that is reations using projetiles between 48Ca and 70Zn[55,56℄. 2n-hannels are the strongest hannels for Z � 104 and 1n-hannelsprevail for all higher elements. For the 1n-hannel a derease overing 11elements of a fator 6�105 is observed and a mean fator of 3.8 is lost goingto the next higher element. Extrapolating to Z = 113 gives for the reation209Bi(70Zn,1n)278113 a ross setion at the 0.1 pb-level.Starting with Sg the ross setions using the 1n-hannel reations inPb/Bi-based reations are larger than the 5n-hannel reations using theheaviest targets. Extrapolations to the 0.1 pb-level are aurate within a
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Fig. 6. The highest xn-prodution ross setions: Pb/Bi-based reations for ele-ments Z = 102�104 (x=2), Z = 105�112 (x=1), atinide-based reations using248Cm-targets for elements 103�108 (x=5) and 26Mg projetiles for elements 102�108 (x=5).fator of 3. For atinide-based reations we obtain for this level given by thestate of the art of foreseeable experiments, an end of element synthesis atZ = 110, 111. For Pb/Bi-based reations Z = 112, 113 will be the highestatomi numbers reahed in our searh.Figure 6 presents the essene of 20 years of most sophistiated reationstudies using hemial methods and reoil separation tehniques. We learntgoing to the next higher element that we are harged to pay a good fator,as ross setions derease exponentially. Using atinides to produe Z = 120we estimate a ross setion of 10�45 m2. A realisti goal is to reah Z =110 by the reations (244Pu+36S) and (248Cm+30Si) giving in the 5n hannelthe N = 165 and 163 isotopes of element 110, an extrapolation followingdiretly from the experiments presented in Fig. 6.The two prodution methods demonstrated in Fig. 6 seem to indiate anadvantage for the Pb/Bi-based method. Comparing the reations leading toZ = 108 the fator between the �-values for prodution of 265Hs and 269Hsis within an order of magnitude, a marginal di�erene in the sale of rosssetions overed from 10�25 m2 to 10�37 m2, but important and deisiveat the limit of making or not making a new element at the border of thetable of elements. A omparison of ross setions in the 10 nb-range pro-duing the same isotope of an element by the two methods is possible for253No and 254Lr. A fator of 15 in favour of the 3n-hannel for the (Pb/Bi +48Ca)-reations in respet to the 5n-hannel in (232Th+26Mg,27Al)-reations



1840 P. Armbrusterhas been reported [57-59℄. There is again the small advantage for the older3n-hannel ompared to the 5n-hannel. To explain the di�erene is a hal-lenge, as the many stages of the formation proess have to be understoodquantitatively in order to get the fator right. We are still far from that.But empirially, we an state an advantage for the Pb/Bi-method of aboutan order of magnitude, whih may result in reahing higher atomi numbersby this method. The gain may be one or two atomi numbers, whih froma general point of view is marginal. Following the analysis of the ross se-tions shown, the present experimental limit of detetion of one atom/month,irrespetively of the method used, will stop us at Z = 112�1. To extrapo-late our most reliable experiments as a guide to the next step is responsibleation, guarantees with high hane suess, and saves money. At GSI thisstrategy was applied. But few have fun to do it this way.Investigating symmetri ollision systems, we over the ritial range of�ssilities x>0.72 for ompound systems with Z<92. The �ssion losses in thiselement range are muh smaller than for elements above Z>92. xn-hannelsare populated with ross setions (10�26�10�32) m2, whih allow for mea-surements of exitation funtions. Those are an indispensable help for heavyelement synthesis. An extensive experimental program was launhed and a-omplished in the UNILAC-period (1978�1988) [60℄. Figure 7 presents theross setions for nearly-symmetri ollision systems. The ross setions aregiven at the Bass-barrier [61℄. Between Z1�Z2 = 1600 and 2100 the �-values

Fig. 7. Evaporation residues ross-setions at the Bass-barrier for nearly symmetriollision systems. Cirles indiate data from Ref. [107℄; diamonds, from Ref. [108℄;squares, from Ref. [62℄; triangles, from Ref. [60℄. The heaviest ombinations ofollision partners reah Z1 � Z2 = 8800.



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1841drop by 7 orders of magnitude passing the range of ompound systems be-tween Z = (82�92). Below this range, fusion shows �-values up to 100 mb.Above this range we enter the nb-regime, and we may reah �-values at the0.1 pb-level for Z = 94. For Z1 �Z2-values between 2200 and 8800 reahedat (U+Cm), that is, for half of all ollision systems, fusion of symmetri sys-tems is not detetable. The disappearane of omplete fusion ours withina range of 12 elements with a loss fator of 5 going from one element to thenext. The exponential break-down, demonstrated in Fig. 6 for the synthesisreations of the heaviest elements, is observed also within the same range ofelements. The loss fator of 3.8 for 1n-reations inreases to values of 5 and7 for 4n- (symmetri) and 5n-hannels (248Cm), respetively. Suh a trendto larger exponential slopes is also observed going from 1n- to 3n-hannelsin Pb/Bi-based reations [18,56℄.Of speial interest to understand the limits of element synthesis are obser-vations at the limit of disappearing EVR-formation. Fig. 8 shows total EVR-ross setions for the symmetri ollision systems between (100Mo+100Mo)and (110Pd+110Pd) giving ompound nulei between 200Pox and 220Ux[60,62,63℄. The exitation funtions shown start near the barrier whih isindiated and reah saturation at energies far above the barrier. A gap of

Fig. 8. Total evaporation-residue ross setions for the systems indiated [63℄ (fullsymbols) and from [62℄ (open symbols) as funtion of enter-of-mass energy. Thearrows indiate the Bass barriers of the systems.



1842 P. Armbruster8 atomi numbers (Z = 84�92) at �ssilities between 0.73 and 0.80 has beenovered by these experiments. Cross setions for all reation hannels in arange of exitation energies up to 80 MeV were measured by applying EVR-�-hain analysis for all deteted short-lived �-emitters. The di�erent xn-,(yp; xn)- and (zd; yp; xn)-hannels ould be separated. Exitation fun-tions were analysed and helped to assign the isotopes. Most important werethe heaviest ollision systems 104Ru+110Pd ! 214Thx and 110Pd+110Pd !220Ux with ross setions below the �b-range. Deay hannels were identi�eddown to a level of 0.1 nb [63℄, All in all in our investigations ross setionsspanning 8 orders of magnitude were sanned. This range equals the rangeof prodution ross setions observed in the synthesis of elements Z>102from 10 �b to 0.1 pb, but at a level of 103 times higher ross setions, as theompound nulei situated in regions 4 and 5 of Fig. 2, are proteted against�ssion losses by broad and high �ssion barriers.Figure 9 presents the element distribution observed for the three heavi-est systems shown in Fig. 8 at about 40 MeV exitation energy [63℄. Thisis the energy range overed by 3n- to 5n-hannels, important as well foratinide-based synthesis reations. The measurements are ompared withHIVAP-simulations [64℄. At Z = 88 good agreement is observed, but al-ready at Z = 90 the xn-hannels observed are found to be redued an orderof magnitude ompared to the simulation. Suh a dominane of �-hannelswas observed already earlier for lighter systems [65℄. Finally, at Z = 92 noxn- and pxn-hannels ould be identi�ed, and even the �xn-hannels reahonly 7 % of the expeted value. In the Pd/Pd-system the highest elementobserved is not U, but Th. Fusion rapidly within two atomi numbers be-omes inomplete. Preompound �-emission makes the residues of U andPa disappear. The main �ux in the reation goes to Ra, not to U. Veryreently the rapid disappearane of xn- and pxn-hannels was observed alsoin JAERI-experiments [66℄ investigating the system 82Se+150Nd ! 232Puxat an e�etive �ssility of the ompound system of 0.79, that is lose to thease of Pd/Pd. Within a few nb U-isotopes are reported to be seen, but noPu- or Np-isotopes were deteted at a nb-level. Two atomi numbers less inthe system 76Ge/150Nd [67℄ xn-hannels were still observed, as in the system110Pd/104Ru.Emitting preompound �-partiles brings the system to a nuleus witha higher �ssion barrier, whih is situated at a more elongated deformation.Suh a system is better stabilized against �ssion and the distane it had topass between the binary on�guration in lose-approah (see Fig. 10) andthe �ssion barrier of the mono-system is redued. The formation probabilityof the (Z-2)-nuleus and its hane to survive �ssion, both are inreased [63℄.For the two systems showing the loss of xn- hannels it would be desirable topush the detetion limit to the pb-level in order to measure the loss fator for
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Fig. 9. Relative element distributions from experiment (full points) and HIVAP al-ulation (open points and dotted lines) for the indiated systems around 40 MeVexitation energy. The arrows indiate upper limits. The element yields are nor-malized to the sum over all measured elements.xn-hannels down to the limiting �ssilities. �-values for more asymmetrifusion reations using targets between Nd and Pb are important, but allthese experiments at low ross setions are lengthy and will not be easy.Until now for atinide-based reations a dominane of �-hannels wasnever observed. But, we annot exlude that at the limits (x >0.80) thephenomenon ould also beome of importane in SHE-synthesis, even if thearguments to explain the �- dominane given above for lighter system maynot hold for SHE. Both the positions of the binary on�guration in lose-approah and of the �ssion barrier of the ompound system for SHE areless Z-dependent than for the lighter elements disussed. The distane tobe overome in fusion is hardly Z-dependent. Preompound �-emissionertainly dereases the disrupting Coulomb fores in the amalgamation stagefor all elements. But the redution of the �ssility in this stage has not yetbeen onsidered quantitatively for inomplete fusion reations.
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Fig. 10. Stages of the fusion path towards element 112 for the 70Zn/208Pb ollisionsystem [68℄. The 4-fator presentation of the di�erent stages is explained in thetext. 3.2. The stages of fusionTo organize the following disussions we present the di�erent stages ofthe fusion proess �rst, Fig. 10. To eah of the 4 stages a probability maybe attributed to pass to the next stage. The total prodution ross setion�EVR is the produt of four fators. To reat at an angular momentum `limat all is the basi �rst fator, ���2`2lim = (5�50) mb with �� the reduedwave-length and `lim = 15 for a synthesis of highly �ssionable nulei. Theprobability to reah the poket of the potential p1(x,BB, Em) in a lose-approah stage depends on x the e�etive �ssility during the passage salingthe depth of the potential poket, the kineti energy in the .m. system,and the height of the fusion barrier BB. To pass further to the inner �ssionbarrier of the �nal produt gives a fator p2 (x,�R,E�) depending on x,�R the distane to be bridged, and the exitation energy E�. The lastfatorW (�(�n=�f)i,E�) onerns the deexitation of the ompound nuleusgoverned by the exitation energy E� and the produt of (�n=�f)-values inthe various deexitation steps. The produt of the last 3 fators for a reationwith no �ssion losses and unhindered fusion saturates at 1, whereas for areation at the 0.1 pb-level the produt is as small as 10�11. To alulate areation branh of 10�3, that is a �-value on the 10 �b-level, is state of theart in �ssion and heavy-ion reation theories. But an auray of 10�11 fora multistep-reation with di�erent physis in eah step, is far beyond what



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1845theories an do today. The great theoretial suess giving onsistent resultsfor the ground state properties of SHE and their deay modes, as presentedin Setion 2, has no ounterpart in prediting reation ross setions at a pb-sale. To understand trends and to �nd the physis behind the exponentialderease in prodution probabilities was, and still is, the main help theoryan give to experiments to date.The distane R between the olliding partners is measured in units ofthe radius R0 of a spherial �nal produt. The ground state of a spherialnuleus is positioned at R/R0 = 0.75. A deformed ground-state is foundat about R/R0 = 0.85. The �ssion barrier of a deformed SHE is lose toR/R0 < 1.1. The lose-approah stage of ollision partners is found in therange R/R0 = (1.4�1.65) with spherial partners at R/R0 = 1.5. A spherialprojetile like 26Mg may hit a prolate target nuleus at the tip (R/R0 = 1.65)or at the side (R/R0 = 1.4). At R/R0 = (1.8�2.0) nulei begin to interat.In the example hosen, the exitation energy of (10�2) MeV �ts to an 1n-hannel, as observed e.g. in 208Pb(70Zn,1n)277112. The barrier, as presentedis taken from Ref. [68℄. In eah of the stages the systems either proeedto smaller R/R0-values or reseparate. Finally, in the last stage a neutronis emitted, either in ompound deexitation or as a preompound neutron.The remaining exitation energy is small, and the SHE is proteted behindits �ssion barrier.The lose-approah stage as a starting on�guration of the amalgama-tion stage, has reently been treated in a omprehensive new alulationpresented by Denisov and Nörenberg [68℄, whih ompares also to previousmodels. For di�erent ollision systems with spherial or deformed partners,the fusion barrier and the depth of the poket are alulated together withtheir positions. Now, the lose- approah stage as well as the ompoundstage are well de�ned. It is a step forward to see the boundaries of theamalgamation stage �xed, disarding the use of any �ssility. The ruialquestion how to pass the gap of 4 fm, equal to twie the barrier deformationof SHE, remains the open task of the future. Sine 1940 the question how anuleus surmounts its �ssion barrier, with dissipation following Kramers [69℄or without following Bohr and Wheeler [1℄ is disussed. Now the questionseems to be settled [70℄. The passage through the amalgamation stage istreated sine 1981 [71℄, so taking �ssion as a time-sale, there is still sometime to deode the enigma why SHE are produed by fusion in a very limitedrange of atomi numbers only, with tiny, ever dereasing branhes.



1846 P. Armbruster3.3. An e�etive �ssility for fusion and the �Coulomb Falls�For fusion reations, a marosopi saling parameter in the spirit ofN. Bohr's �ssility was formulated by Bloki et al. [72℄. A measure of the ratioof the marosopi Coulomb and surfae fores for a nulear monosystem isthe lassial �ssility x0 = (Z � f(I)=101:8). It is proportional to Z, theatomi number of the nuleus, and to a funtion f(I) = (1�I)=(1�1:78I2),where I = (N�Z)=(N+Z). For the heaviest nulei aessible by fusion, thisfuntion is nearly onstant with a value lose to 0.86. For a binary system oftwo touhing nulei with equilibrated harge densities, the expression x1 =x0 f(�) with f(�) = 4=(�2 + �+ ��1+ �2) and � = (A1=A2)1=3 was derived[72,73℄. The term f(�) takes into aount the dereasing Coulomb energybetween mass-asymmetri ollision partners. The e�etive �ssility x of afusing system is a weighed mean of the �ssilities of the mono- and binarysystem, but it stays proportional to the atomi number Z of the ompoundsystem x = (Z=101:8) f(I) [(1 � �) + �f(�)℄. The weight of the binarysystem � �tted to experimental data is taken as 1/3 [72℄. Adding neutronsto the heavy partner helps to redue x, as expeted. Adding neutrons tothe light partner may do the ontrary. A very asymmetri ollision systemhas, at onstant mass of the ompound system, a lower x value than a moresymmetri one, and this fat neutralizes the derease of x expeted for ahigher number of neutrons in the light partner [56℄. The e�etive �ssility isa marosopi saling parameter ignoring nulear struture ompletely.Figure 11 shows a diagram presenting all possible ombinations of olli-sion partners in fusion, we may ombine from stable isotopes of the elementsused for targets and beams. The e�etive �ssility x with � = 1/3 �xed de-pends in good approximation for the heavy element synthesis reations ononly two variables, the asymmetry (ZT�Zp) and the atomi number of thesynthesized element Z = ZT+Zp. The lines orresponding to x = 0.72 and0.81 are indiated in the �gure. Within a range of �x = 0:1 the produtionross setions for a �xed heavy ollision partner dereases passing about 10elements by a fator 107, as was shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In Fig. 11 are indi-ated the ollision systems with blak dots, the ross setions of whih weredisussed, or will be disussed later. The break-down of fusion demonstratedexperimentally was predited by �wi¡teki very early [71℄. Its disovery is asfundamental as the on-set of its ounterpart �ssion, and to ignore it wouldbe like ignoring the latter. Experiments on deep-inelasti and transfer re-ations of heavy ions lose to the Coulomb barrier were performed at GSIextensively [74�76℄. They independently established the disappearane offusion in the �ssility range above x = 0.72. In Ref. [75℄ it was stated thatthe last partner to fuse with U should be Cl giving Z = 109. In the mean-time fusion with 34S (Z = 16) was found [77℄, but it ould not be detetedfor 40Ar (Z=18) at an upper limit of 0.6 pb [78℄. We still wait for the rosssetion of the (Cl/U ! Mt)-reation.
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Fig. 11. The triangle of ZT=Zp-ombinations of available ollision partners. xn-ross setions break down from 10�26 m2 to 10�37 m2 in the �Coulomb Falls�,whih separates systems whih fuse and systems whih do not fuse. The lines ofonstant e�etive �ssility x = 0.72 and x = 0.81 are indiated. Dots show systems inthe �Coulomb Falls� the fusion of whih has been deteted and whih are disussedin the text.In my review [56℄ I alled the transition region where fusion rapidly dis-appears the �Coulomb Falls�, as inreasing Coulomb fores in the ollisionsystem provoke this drasti hange and disappearane of omplete fusion.The goal of reahing a high atomi number Z = ZP+ZT is intrinsiallyfrustrated by the inreasing Coulomb fores during the formation of thewanted element out of the two ollision partners. Beyond the thresholdvalue of the �ssility the exponential derease of the prodution ross setionwith Z will be universal. We have given the data for 248Cm, 208Pb/209Bi,and 110Pd as heavy ollision partners. Fators of 4 to 7 between the rosssetions of neighboring elements were observed. In the future we an hopefor a omprehensive data-set to orroborate the universality of the �CoulombFalls�. The ground-state properties of the fused systems manifest themselvesstrongly in the deexitation of the ompound system, but for its formationthey seem to be irrelevant. In the �Coulomb Falls� marosopi surfae-and Coulomb-fores rule the formation and in a di�usion-like proess thesystem passes the long distane to the narrow shell- stabilized region of theompound system. The probability to arrive against growing Z-dependentx-values dereases exponentially and the passage to higher elements is barred.



1848 P. ArmbrusterWe will show that nulear struture plays its role in the di�erent stages offusion. It will not stop, but as is shown in Fig. 11 at Z = 82 by dots passingthe x>0.81 limit, it is able to delay in the ase of 208Pb the on-set of thebreak-down into the �Coulomb Falls�. In our searh for nulear strutureborn SHE in any ase the naive hope to go on for ever is �nally drowned inthe atarat of the �Coulomb Falls�. This is a hard lesson most of us have aproblem to digest.4. Heavy lusters � nulear struture supports element synthesisNulei are fasinating objets as nulear struture gives them omplexity,variety, and individuality. But, the energies involved in nulear struturephenomena are small (< 15 MeV) ompared to nulear binding energiesand the energies neessary in large rearrangement proesses like �ssion andfusion. SHE exist by shell orretion energies of less than 10 MeV at nulearbinding energies larger than 2 GeV. Evidently, there is nulear struture inthe ollision partners of fusion and in the �nal fused system, but not soevident nulear struture ats also in the fusion proess itself, as will beexempli�ed in this setion.4.1. Nulear struture in the ompound stageCertainly, the most important nulear struture phenomenon in the om-pound system is the existene of SHE at all. Large shell-orretions protetSHE against �ssion. Their �ssion barriers are high and narrow. As wasdisussed in Setion 2, superheavy nulei may be deformed or spherial intheir ground-state.Figure 12 shows the nulear struture of the ompound systems in the�Coulomb Falls�. The oordinate system hosen, asymmetry (ZT�Zp) versusatomi number of the element to be synthesized (ZT + Zp), is orthogonal,but rotated by 45Æ ompared to the presentation of Fig. 11. All systemsinvestigated are indiated.Compound nulei between Z = 96�112 are deformed. Their deexitationis well desribed by simulation odes, e.g. the HIVAP-ode [64,79℄.Spherial nulei at Z = 126 of the elements between Z = (88�92) aresynthesized using nearly symmetri ollision systems. Here, nulei have largeshell-orretions and are spherial. They are the smaller brothers of spher-ial SHE (Fig. 2). They show higher �ssion rates ompared to neighboringdeformed ompound nulei [56℄. The ompetition between n-emission and�ssion is determined by the level densities and their temperature dependene.At low exitation energies level densities are di�erent in spherial and de-formed nulei. The onept of olletive enhanement of level densities wasintrodued in 1974 by Bjornholm and Mottelson [80℄. It has beome part
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Fig. 12. Compound systems (ZT+Zp) reahed in fusion as a funtion of asymmetry(ZT � Zp). The nulear struture of ompound systems in the di�erent regions isindiated. Dots show systems in the �Coulomb Falls� the fusion of whih is deteted.The Pb/Bi-based systems giving Z = 102�112 are found beyond the x = 0:81 line.Unsuessful reations and the unon�rmed 48Ca atinide systems beyond x = 0.80are also indiated.of the odes simulating deexitation of ompound nulei [60,81℄ and is rou-tinely applied in fusion and spallation. Colletive enhanement disappearsat higher exitation energies and its exponential damping with exitationenergy is desribed in a formalism formulated by Ignyatuk [82℄. To un-derstand the low prodution rates of the N = 126-nulei in fusion besidesolletive enhanement, also the geometrial restrition of the ground-stateshell orretions to a region of deformation, whih is small ompared to theextension of the �ssion barrier of these nulei, may ontribute to the veryweak stabilization against �ssion observed experimentally. The spherialSHE as well are destabilized against �ssion by olletive enhanement oflevel densities [83℄. But this might be without onsequenes, as produedby ollision partners beyond the �Coulomb Falls� they have been destroyedalready before when passing the atarat.



1850 P. Armbruster4.2. Nulear struture in the lose-approah stageFigure 13 shows the nulear struture of ollision partners involved infusion reations leading to elements between Z = 82 and Z = 120. Betweensymmetri ollision systems at the bottom (ZT = Zp) and highly asymmetrisystems C/Cf at the top, nulear struture hanges several times. There isonly one system of two doubly magi nulei 208Pb/48Ca. Systems with 3and 2 losed shells in a ollision system are indiated by green lines or dots.The strong shells N = 126 and Z = 82 de�ne together with shells in lighternulei N = 20, 28, 40 and Z = 20, 28 the region 1b, whereas the shellsN = 82, 50 and Z = 50 de�ne region 2b. Stable, neutron-rih losed shellnulei of importane in region 1b are 208Pb and 209Bi together with 36S,48Ca, 64Ni, and 70Zn. In region 2b we �nd 136Xe, 138Ba, 139La, 124Sn, and86Kr�89Y. The nulei between 96Zr and 116Cd are soft, they de�ne region3 at symmetri systems. Deformed prolate nulei are found in region 1a.They are the targets between 232Th and 249Cf in atinide-based reations.Between 150Nd and 192Os a seond large region 2a shows prolate nulei.Isotopes with a tendeny towards oblate shapes are 116Cd and 198Pt at theborders of region 3 and region 2a.Many studies in support of the experiments on SHE are still missing.They are important and indispensable. Horizontal lines in Fig. 13 indiatepossible investigations passing the �Coulomb Falls�. In the deformed region2a the use of 192Os, 186W and 154Sm, 150Nd at the borders and 170Er inthe enter of this region is proposed. In the spherial region 2b 138Ba and136Xe-indued reations should have priority. For the intermediate oblatenulei 198Pt and 116Cd only the ollision system Ar/Pt was investigated [84℄,and further studies are needed. It would be desirable to systematially passthrough the �Coulomb Falls�. The nulear struture-dependant entrane andexit �ssilities and the number of elements found in the passage should bedetermined.The prodution ross setion using deformed targets depends on theangle between the �ight path of the olliding projetile and the prinipalaxis of the deformed nuleus. Collisions in diretion of the long axis of aprolate nuleus are alled tip-ollisions, whereas ollisions in the plane of theshort axes are alled side-ollisions. The distane between the two touhingnulei is larger for tip ollisions than for side-ollisions, that is the Coulomb-barrier for tip ollisions is lower than for side-ollisions. The inverse holdsfor the exitation energy brought into the system.In an investigation of the fusion of 16O+238U! 254Fm� (x = 0.69) Hindeet al. [85℄ observed that fusion only results from side-ollisions, and no fu-sion was observed in ase 16O was hitting the tip of the prolate nuleus 228U.Already at x = 0.69 the nulear struture of 238U started to limit the fusionproess, that is well below x = 0.72. The systems 64Ni+154Sm ! 218Th�
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Fig. 13. Compound systems (ZT+Zp) reahed in fusion as a funtion of asymmetry(ZT � Zp). The nulear struture of the heavy ollision partners in the di�erentregions is indiated. Systems with at least 2 losed shells are indiated by greylines or dots. Region 1 overs ZT = 98�78 passing from prolate to spherial tooblate target nulei; region 2 overs in ZT = 76�48 one more the di�erent typesof nulei, as in region 1; region 3 overs in symmetri pairs ZT = 40�46 a range ofsoft nulei, (96Zr to 110Pd). The use of the heaviest even�even nulei for fusion isassumed. The passage through the �Coulomb Falls� is universal and an be studiedin all regions (horizontal lines).(x = 0.75) and 76Ge+150Nd ! 226U� (x = 0.77) were investigated by Mit-suoka et al. [86℄ and Nishio et al. [67℄ at the JAERI-Tandem and RMS-faility. Again, only fusion by side-ollisions was observed for both systems.Figure 14 shows their result for the 64Ni/154Sm-system. The ross setionsare plotted against the exitation energy in the system. Compared to a



1852 P. Armbrustersimulation admitting all orientations, the data show a suppression of the2n- and 3n-hannels whih orrespond to tip-ollisions. The 2n-hannelwas still observed at a level of 4 � 10�3. The side-ollisions populate thehigher (4n�6n)-hannels whih are observed at exitation energies of about50 MeV. The side-ollisions at their smaller touhing distane show no hin-drane, their hannels are open and well transmitted. The result for the76Ge/150Nd-system at a still higher x-value orroborates the result: also nohindrane for side- ollisions and a loss of the 1n- and 2n-hannels populatedby tip-ollisions. Fusion using deformed nulei starts at higher exitation en-ergies than for spherial nulei. Their e�etive Coulomb-barrier is shiftedbeyond the Bass-barrier, in the language of W. �wi¡teki they fuse, but withan extra-push.

Fig. 14. Measured exitation funtions in 64Ni+154Sm [86℄ reation for xn hannels(2n, solid irles; 3n, open irles; 4n+5n, solid triangles; 6n+7n, open squares).The thik solid urve with error bars and the dashed urve are the sum of themeasured and the alulated xn ross setions, respetively. For this system theBass-barrier [61℄ is found at E� = 38 MeV (4n-hannel), tip ollisions at E� =19 MeV (2n-hannel), and side ollisions at E� = 48 MeV (5n-hannel).



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1853For 150Nd-targets three pairs of ollision partners were investigated. Be-low 76Ge/150Nd [67℄ the system 70Zn+150Nd! 220Th� (x = 0.75) was stud-ied by Stodel et al. at GSI [87℄. Exitation funtions are shown in Fig. 15(a).The Bass-barrier equivalent to a barrier of a hypothetial spherial 150Nd,falls on the 3n-hannel, whih is suppressed by a fator of about 4. The1n- and 2n-hannels were deteted, but shifted to higher energies and stronglysuppressed. The data were analyzed following the extra-push onept. Anextra-push derived of 18 MeV is ompatible with the ut-o� of tip-ollisionsbelow 25 MeV allowing still for the remainders of 1n- and 2n-hannels. Suhremainders were observed no more in the 76Ge/150Nd-system [67℄. Going stillhigher to 82Se+150Nd ! 232Pu� (x = 0.79) [66℄, as disussed earlier in thesetion on ross setions, no xn-hannels were observed at all and only aremainder of �xn-hannels was observed at the nb-level. At the pb-levelxn-hannels may still be found and even appear for the pair 86Kr/150Nd !236Cm� (x = 0.81).
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Fig. 15. Exitation funtions of xn-hannels for the systems 90Zn/150Nd x = 0.74[87℄ and 82Se/138Ba x = 0.75 [91℄ both leading to 220Th�. The �rst system withthe deformed target nuleus 150Nd shows side ollisions (4n-hannel), whereas theseond system with the losed-shell target nuleus shows at the Bass-barrier [61℄a 2n-hannel. The ratio of ross setions is a fator of 50 in favor of the N = 82luster-driven system.The result of the above observations transribed to atinide targets de-stroys the hope to �nd low xn-hannels. 4n-hannels and higher hannelsare observed and they would be populated in lose-approah side ollisions.Side ollisions give exitation energies above the Bass-barrier and the han-nels populated are well transmitted. The lose-approah distanes reahedare shorter than for spherial nulei of the same mass. A redution in R/R0



1854 P. Armbrusterof less than 1 fm is indiated in Fig. 10. Compared to the total distane tobe passed in the amalgamation stage this shortening is small. For deformedollision partners fusion hindrane sets in already at x = 0.68, and ompletefusion was until now never observed beyond x = 0.79, neither in the aseof Pd or Nd, nor for atinide targets. The side ollisions are the �huggingollisions� disussed by Iwamoto and Möller [88℄. Hugging is �ne, but theouple warms up.Finally, a systemati experimental study in support of SHE-synthesisfor atinide-based reations is missing. It was started using 232Th-targetsby Yeremin et al. [57℄ for projetiles up to 31P (x�0.77), but today itould be pushed to the limit x = 0.81 with 40Ar-projetiles produing theknown 267Hs. Exitation funtions for lower x-values using 22Ne- and 26Mg-projetiles peaking at 5n- and 6n-hannels should be reanalyzed or remea-sured in view of the nulear struture of the deformed 232Th and its supposedpreferene for side-ollisions. With projetiles Z = (8�18) the whole range ofthe �Coulomb Falls� (x = 0.68�0.81) ould be overed for 232Th targets, andthese reations ould be used as a standard for all atinide-based reationsaiming beyond Z = 108.4.3. Nulear struture in the dynamis of the amalgamation stageNulear struture is of great importane at low exitation energies in therearrangements of nuleons during the amalgamation stage of fusion, thoughalso this stage is ruled by the e�etive �ssility, the marosopi saling pa-rameter proportional to Z. The distane �R between the lose-approahand the ompound stage is the most important parameter for the passage.Into �R nulear struture enters via the ompound stage, as spherial nu-lei are positioned in their ground-state at R/R0 = 0.75, whereas the groundstate of deformed nulei is positioned at R/R0 = 0.85. �R for reations aim-ing at deformed SHE is shorter by 0.8 fm. The nulear struture of deformednulei in the lose- approah stage was disussed in the previous setion. Itwas shown that the redued distane in side-ollisions suppresses the 2 low-est xn-hannels, and makes fusion possible at higher exitation energies andsmaller values of �R. The third parameter of importane in the amalga-mation stage is the exitation energy of the on�guration relative to theground-state of the SHE. The level density of the system and the number oflevel-rossings shifting energy between the levels during the interpenetrationof the ollision partners is strongly nulear struture dependant.At low exitation energies in large nulear rearrangement proesses thestruture of nulear-subsystems was shown to be deisive, e.g. the asymmet-ri mass distribution in �ssion is determined to a large part by the lustersN = 82 and Z = 50 [89℄. Also in fusion the use of N = 82-nulei, as 138Baand 136Xe ombined with nulei lose to N = 50, as 82Se and 86Kr gives a



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1855surprise. Finally, strong nulear struture is present in the doubly magi nu-leus 20882 Pb126. It is this struture to whih we owe the disovery of deformedSHE.Figure 15 presents the surprise. We ompare the xn-hannels and theirross setions for two reations produing the same ompound system 220Th�,a ondition not ful�lled in the former experiment with Kr/Xe [90℄, at nearlythe same �ssility: 70Zn+150Nd (x = 0.75) from GSI [87℄ and 82Se+138Ba(x = 0.76) from JAERI [91℄. Lower x-values should show larger ross se-tions ompared to larger x- values. But, we observe the ontrary, a largedi�erene between the systems, with larger ross setions for the Se/Ba-system. At the Bass-barrier 0.18 mb for Se/Ba ompare to 4 �b for Zn/Ndgiving a ratio of 45 for the ross setions. The strongest hannels �(2n) =100 �b for Se/Ba and �(4n) = 0.2 �b for Zn/Nd show a ratio of 50. Theexitation funtions for the system Zn/Nd were disussed already and or-roborated the side-ollisions hitting the deformed nulei 150Nd. The Se/Ba-reation is open at the barrier, the 2n-hannel dominates at the barrier, andthe 1n-hannel appears at the energy of 13 MeV, where 1n-hannels shouldbe expeted. All higher hannels down to the 6n-hannel at the highestenergy show ross setions dereasing regularly. This hannel distributionobserved at an x-value of 0.76 is harateristi for a system whih is fullytransmitted through a barrier at about 20 MeV. The on-set of fusion hin-drane at x = 0.72 is delayed for 138Ba by �x = 0.04. We have met inSetion 3 the system Se/Nd at x = 0.79 [66℄ with the deformed ollisionpartner 150Nd, and reported the disappearane of xn-hannels at a nb-level.Now using the same projetile and the losed-shell nuleus 138Ba a fullytransmitted system with � = 0.18 mb at the barrier is presented in Fig. 15.Within 4 atomi numbers �-values drop by a fator larger than 17 going tothe next higher element at onstant projetile. In Fig. 6 a fator of 4 wasgiven for 26Mg as projetile, for targets with similar nulear struture. Thehange of nulear struture going from 138Ba- to 150Nd-targets auses thehange from a fator 4 to a fator 17. What is demonstrated is pure ationof nulear struture in the amalgamation stage. The result is not a smallorretion, but a new quality, as unexpeted as asymmetri �ssion had beenmore than 60 years ago.My favorite experiment would be to follow the reations between 138Baand the heavier partners: 86Kr50, 88Sr50, and Zr-isotopes. Is a free1n-hannel, as in 208Pb- based reations, the winning hannel? The isotopes224�xnU, 226�xnPu, and 234�xnCm are well-suited for the EVR-� orrelationtehnique. 139La82 is a seond 209Bi126 and ould reah the odd elements.The pair 138Ba/139La allows for most interesting ollision systems. We learnon the lightest isotopes of elements above Th produed at good ross se-tions, and on luster-based reation mehanisms.



1856 P. ArmbrusterThe 82Se/138Ba-reation demonstrates as well, the universality of themehanisms behind element synthesis, and enlightens the Pb/Bi-based ele-ment synthesis. Heavy lusters with shells at N = 126 and N = 82 startto show the derease of ross setions in the �Coulomb Falls� at a higher�ssility, see Figs. 11, 12. 138Ba-indued reations are delayed by �x = 0.04,and as I pointed out in Ref. [92℄, Pb/Bi-indued reations by �x = 0.07.This is equivalent to a shift by 3 and 6 elements, respetively. Not at Z= 87 and Z = 96, but at Z = 90 and Z = 102 starts the journey intothe �Coulomb Falls�. The systems 48Ca/208Pb (x = 0.79) and 26Mg/232Th(x = 0:74) are a similar ouple as the one shown in Fig. 15, showing largerross setions for the higher �ssility. No-isotopes are reahed, but slightlydi�erent ompound nulei 256No� and 258No� were formed. Ca/Pb pop-ulates (1n�3n)-hannels [59℄ and Mg/Th (4n�6n)-hannels [57℄, and thereis no overlap of the populated hannels. Comparing the hannels at thebarriers �(2n) = 3:4�b at E� = 20 MeV for Ca/Pb, and �(4n) = 6 nbat E� = 40 MeV for Mg/Th, we obtain a ratio of 570 for the ross se-tions. The strongest hannels �(3n) and �(5n) show a ratio of 380. Theratios for Ca/Pb-Mg/Th versus Se/Ba-Zn/Nd are larger by a fator of 10,maybe partly as we ompare for the �rst ouple di�erent hannels, maybe asthere is a di�erene in shell-strength between 208Pb and 138Ba. The ratios�(2n)=�(1n) = 13 are equal for Ca/Pb and Se/Ba showing learly that bothsystems are open at their barriers.Comparing the strongest hannels for the deformed nulei 150Nd and232Th we �nd a shift from 4n to 5n hannels in orrespondene to a di�ereneof 10 MeV in the energies at the Bass-barrier. Not the deformed nulei aresurprising. The astonishment goes with the losed-shell ollision partners,whih both demonstrate the same behavior. Open hannels are observed,where the �ssility saling already predits large redutions of ross setions.Aiming at lose-lying ompound nulei in eah of the ouples the geometrialdistane �R in eah of them is about equal negleting the small advantage ofthe warming up hugging ollision systems. What is di�erent, the exitationenergies arriving at the ompound state. For the strongest hannel observedit is larger than 40 MeV for th 232Th-indued reation and less than 20 MeVfor the 208Pb-indued reation. Beyond 40 MeV nulear struture is lostin large sale rearrangement proesses, e.g. asymmetri �ssion disappears.Below 20 MeV is the domain of nulear struture dominated rearrangementsin �ssion. Experiments show the existene of spherial, lose shell lus-ters in the earliest stages aessible to measurements on �ssion fragmentsin low-energy, old �ssion proesses [89℄. In the two-enter level diagramsalulated by Möller et al. [93℄, gaps are found in the single partile energiesfor 86Kr/136Xe (N = 50 + 82) and 48Ca/208Pb (N = 28 + 126). In the leveldiagrams, the luster (losed-shell) on�gurations are maintained until the



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1857deformation is redued to R/R0 = 1.20. In the �nal stage for R/R0<1.20the gaps in the level diagrams have disappeared. Dissipative dynamis withlevel rossings will at in the small range until the �ssion barrier of the de-formed �nal produt is reahed at R/R0 = 1.05. As the Möller-diagramsand the old �ssion studies indiate, the heavy luster on�gurations seemto survive far into the amalgamation stage of fusion, see Fig. 10.The maximal ross setions for the luster-based reations in fusion areobserved for 1n- and 2n-hannels in the exitation energy range(10�15) MeV, that is at temperatures of the intermediate systems of T =(0.7�0.9) MeV, well below the limit of T = 1:5 MeV where shell orretionsdisappear. The translational veloities of the ollision partners in this latestage of fusion are small and the exitation energy is restrited; both theseonditions redue dissipation. The underlying luster may be exited but notdestroyed. Nuleons out of shells arry most of the exitation energy and thelusters only a minor part. The available exitation energy allows the nule-ons of the light partner to rearrange and to oupy the empty orbits outsidethe luster ore and �nally to ahieve transmutation into an exited stateof the nasent heavy nuleus. Amalgamation and transmutation, words outof the baggage of alhemists, indiate that we do not understand in detailhow things really happen neither in asymmetri �ssion nor in luster-basedfusion. We know they do happen, and we are patient to learn why they do.A on�guration lose to the deformation of the proteting �ssion bar-rier of the �nal nuleus at an exitation of an 1n-hannel would be pro-teted against immediate reseparation having emitted the neutron and hav-ing ooled down to a state below the �ssion barrier. Sine the marosopifores ruled by the high e�etive �ssility are repulsive in all stages of theollision, the system stays in the favorable position R/R0 = 0:85�1.05 onlyfor a short time ompared to the emission time of an 1n-hannel neutron.The �n/�f-value of suh a preompound-emission proess will be very small.It is this large redution of the survival probability for the preompound 1n-hannel whih destroys the large advantage ompared to a deexitation by 4nand 5n-hannels from atinide-based reations. Atually, the observed rosssetions (Fig. 6) tell us that the di�erene using the Pb/Bi-method or theatinide-method to produe SHE is smaller than a fator of 10 in favour ofthe luster-based reation. The senario of preompound n-emission wouldbe a reation never reahing the ompound stage, a sort of one-step, diretreation. Support of suh a senario omes from the lak of observation ofthe apture hannel in Pb/Bi-based reations. Deexitation by high energy-rays takes longer than the emission of a single fast neutron, and -emissionhas no hane to ompete in the short time interval of losest approah.The proposed senario is a one-step rearrangement proess restritedto low energy fusion reations. It is not ompetitive for the emission of



1858 P. Armbrusterseveral neutrons at higher exitation energies. The multistep deexitationsenario with an equilibrated ompound system stays valid for atinide-based reations and all other reations disussed. At very high �ssilities(x = 0.80) preompound multiple �-emission may announe inomplete fu-sion reations, whih populate again ompound systems at lower atominumbers ooling down by multistep neutron emission.The one-step, one-neutron senario is onditioned by a heavy lusteravoiding dissipative heating over long distanes in the amalgamation stage,as indiated in Fig. 10. The heavy luster stays ool. This is an ahievementof nulear struture in reation dynamis. It omplements the manifesta-tion of nulear struture stabilizing the ground-state of SHE. The �CoulombFalls� = inreasing �ssilities = disappearing pokets impose element syn-thesis to be an intrinsially self- terminated proess. Nulear struture isa onsolation to this hard message. It gives to SHE � to the aim of ourgame, ground-state protetion against spontaneous �ssion � the reason oftheir existene. It gives to fusion � to our tool, the shell-stabilized lusterskeeping the proess ool � the hane to reah Z = 112, an element 12atomi numbers above Z = 100, the estimated end of the Table of Elementsat a time, when nulear struture in reation dynamis was still ignored.5. Prospets, what has to be done5.1. Dreams make turn the wheelThe task of those who follow my onlusions, is to onsolidate the mes-sage by further experiments aepting the lose end of element synthesis atZ = 112 + ", with " equal to 1 or 2 in omplete fusion reations. I amaware, the number of non-believers will be a majority. The dreams of a se-ond island of elements behind U to be put to use, is old, and gave one of thestrong reasons to start building GSI in 1969. 30 years later the dream hasslightly hanged. Spherial SHE up to 298120 beame the new philosopher'sstone helping to raise new funds. In 2002 we ount �ve laboratories well-equipped with modern aelerators and reoil separators ready for huntingnew elements. Whatever the newomers will try and do, �nally, if well done,they all will help to onsolidate our sienti� �eld. There is one sienti�truth, even if found by trial and error. Hopefully, the now open problemswill have been settled in a not too far future by the new ommon e�ort.One more [56,94℄, I have to omment shortly on an open problem thework driven by Oganessian [95�98℄ whih laims to have made beyond thelimits of the �Coulomb Falls� at x = (0:84�0.88) superheavy isotopes of theelements Z = 110, 112, 114, and 116 by omplete fusion of 48Ca and a-tinides. Beyond this limit we �nd as well the luster-driven reations whihI disussed extensively. Compared to 208Pb the shell-orretions of 48Ca



On the Prodution of Superheavy Elements 1859are weak and we have no experimental proof that its extra-neutrons fosterfusion. Atinides have deformed nulei, and until now nobody sueeded toindue omplete fusion using deformed nulei at x > 0:79. 48Ca and atinidenulei should not fuse anymore. From lighter projetiles (22Ne,26Mg,27Al)we know that limbing to higher elements by 6 atomi numbers using thetargets between 232Th and 248Cm is paid by a derease in ross setions bymore than a fator 103. The ross setions reported are nearly onstant.Why should 48Ca break this derease of ross setions governed by inreas-ing Coulomb fores? To make elements 110 and 116 with about the sameross setion should be impossible. The work presented does not onernthe xn-hannels of omplete fusion. Whatever else it may onern, the game48Ca/248Cm is ertainly interesting and worthwhile to be ontinued. But,it will not give elements beyond the �Coulomb Falls�. Neutron-rih iso-topes beyond reah of xn-hannels of elements Z �110 in the hains around(N�Z) = 60 produed by inomplete fusion are one option in the openoutome of multinuleon exhange reations on the 1 pb-level. Chemistssearhing for the reported longer lived sf -ativities may identify the emit-ters as isotopes of Sg and Rf. Not verifying the physis experiments, theymay help physiists to orretly interpret the fats, as was done one in 1938by the hemists Hahn and Strassmann [99℄.5.2. Reation studiesThe fusion reation studies to be done should follow systematis, shouldbe of high experimental standards, equipped with su�ient beamtime, andarried out over the years with patiene. I remind of the disussion onnulear struture in the previous setion, and the proposals therein whatould be done. The studies at the limits in the �Coulomb Falls� are ofspeial importane. They need most of the patiene and beamtime. Theymay open new methods in isotope prodution, but hopefully will lead tonew reation mehanisms, the begin of all further progress. One noted,that beyond the �Coulomb Falls� we enter with inomplete fusion reationsthe vast region of multiple break-up reations, that is the seond half of thereations presented in Fig. 11, new prospets also of element synthesis maybe disovered.Nulear struture may have new surprises in reations kept at a tem-perature level where nulear struture has a hane to survive. Binary andternary reations up to the heaviest ollision partners may give SHE-lustersa hane to survive the ollision. We may speulate that the ollision sys-tem 238U146/248Cm152 at energies lose to its Coulomb barrier kept at asmall exitation energy, and having reahed R/R0 � 1.3 may be driven totransmute into the luster 298120178 and 188Er120 , a heavy version of thestandard 1-hannel [100℄ in asymmetri �ssion. The system 186W/248Cm



1860 P. Armbrustermay disintegrate into two lusters (304120184+130Sn80), a heavy version ofsymmetri �ssion of 258Fm into a pair of Sn-lusters [101,102℄. As we know[103℄, the heaviest ollision systems produe mainly hot reation produtsin deep-inelasti reations, but at an 0.1 pb-level at low exitation energieswe may meet nulear struture supported dynamis, as we have enounteredon our way down the �Coulomb Falls� in fusion. There may still somethingbe hidden in the virgin forest of nulear reations beyond omplete fusion.Certainly, multi-nuleon transfer reations (R/R0 > 1:6), deep-inelasti re-ations (R/R0 = 1.4�1.6), quasi-�ssion (R/R0 = 1.2�1.4) and inompletefusion (R/R0 = 1.0�1.2) may give new isotopes in the transatinide region.Less ertain, as speulated, luster driven dynamis in any old break-upenvironment (E� < 30 MeV) may produe SHE-residues.5.3. New elements and isotopes in the �Coulomb Falls� of fusionAepting the dramati loss of fusion ross setions in the �CoulombFalls�, we an exploit ross setions down to the limit set be the experimentalmethods, � > 0:1 pb. This is the restrition for our searh for new elementsand isotopes. The highest atomi numbers to be reahed with a deformedatinide nuleus and a luster-driven reation using Bi are 111 and 113,respetively. As shown, there remains a minor advantage for the latter typeof reations. Figure 16 ampli�es the small triangle indiated in Fig. 2 ofabout 50 deformed isotopes of SHE, and shows a hart of nulides of the 46known transatinide isotopes in 2002, and the still unknown isotopes withollision partners proposed for their prodution. Out of the isotopes shownonly about half have been synthesized to date. Of the isotopes still to bemade about 2/3 need atinide-based reations.The heaviest atinide isotopes 254Es, 249Cf, 249Bk, 248Cm, and 244Puavailable as targets ombined with the most neutron-rih projetiles between18O and 36S promise the best prodution rates for atinide-based reations.The highest element possibly aessible is element 111 to be produed with249Cf or 254Es-targets (x = 0.80�0.81). N = 166 is reahed with the isotope276110 by 36S on 244Pu. This reation gives also the heaviest isotopes of Hs,Sg, and Rf. 268Sg will be a hain member on the N = 162-shell.This shellshould be aessible diretly from Hs to Z = 111. The long-lived isotopes atN = 160�162 have opened the �eld for hemistry experiments up to Mt. Thehemistry of Hs was investigated and the new isotope 270Hs in the enter ofthe deformed SHE was disovered [54℄.The Pb/Bi-based reations need, besides 208Pb and 209Bi, the targets206;207Pb to be ombined with the neutron-rih projetiles 62;64Ni and 70Zn.The hanes to disover one day element 113 in the reation 70Zn/209Bi arenot bad. Another hallenge is to �nd more even�even isotopes of elements110 and 112 populating the hains N�Z = (48�52). The N�Z = 52-hain
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Fig. 16. The isotopes of elements 104 to 113 aessible above the �-level of 0.1 pb.The known isotopes are given. Grey: spontaneous �ssion, light grey: �-deay. Thereommended ollision systems for the elements and isotopes not yet synthesizedare indiated in the blank boxes.passes the N = 162-shell. To �nd all the missing �-bridges at 262Sg and258;260Rf requires a speial e�ort. The �-energies onnet the region of de-formed SHE around 270Hs to the masses of known isotopes. There is nobetter way to �x a losed shell than by the measurement of mass exesses.The existene of deformed barrel-like (�4 < 0) SHE was one of the mostrewarding disoveries for experiments and theory, and the measured shellstrength would be a stringent test of mirosopi theory.In-beam -spetrosopy of transatinide isotopes is within reah. Theisotope 254No is produed with a good ross setion in 48Ca/208Pb. Twoexperiments ombining reoil spetrometers and large -arrays sueeded inobserving the ground-state band of 254No up to spins I = 14 [104℄ and I =16 [105℄. 254No is found to be good rotor, with a �2-value of (0.27 � 0.02).Its �rst 2+ state at 44 keV is in good agreement with a predited value of42.4 keV [106℄. Again, Adam's group demonstrated the high standards oftheir work. Up to I = 16 and E� = 6.2 MeV the nuleus 254No is still notdestroyed by �ssion. The prodution of transatinides ertainly has smallerross setions, but the new tehnique is still full of possible improvements.It will open the �eld of nulear struture studies of the heaviest elements,and we will learn how high spin values and exitation energies redue the�ssion barrier and inrease the �f values.



1862 P. Armbruster6. A personal note6.1. Summary and aknowledgementsIt was a pleasure to write this artile dediated to our friend and ol-league Adam Sobizewski. In my ontribution you will miss formulae andmathematis. I restrited myself to desribe observations, to explain ratherextensively the �gures, whih are the bakbone of the text, and to seletwhat I think should be transmitted to the reader. I presented in the threemain hapters the three great disoveries in the �eld I had the good fortuneto be involved:1. There is no island of SHE, but one ontinent of the world of nulei. Away was opened along (N�Z) = 52�2 to shell-stabilized elements, the de-formed SHE. We made using spherial 208Pb deformed SHE up to element112, the ontrary of what was reommended to be done, to use deformed a-tinide nulei in order to produe spherial SHE. In this work I was supportedover the years by my friend Adam Sobizewski, SINS, Warsaw.2. Produing EVR by fusion of lighter elements we learnt that fusionis limited to about half of the possible ombinations of available ollisionpartners. Together with parallel work on binary reations the �CoulombFalls� was experimentally established, an idea whih was propagated anddeveloped before experiments started. We were enlightened and guided byits father, by my friend Wladek �wi¡teki, LBL, Berkeley.3. The fusion reations using Pb/Bi-nulei gave at very low exitation en-ergies of about 13 MeV in 1n-hannels new elements at �ssilities where otherollision systems gave up to fuse at all. The ation of the shell-stabilizedlusters in the dynamis was established in fusion , as was done before in�ssion. To have had open eyes for nulear lusters in fusion dynamis, Iowe to a third theoretiian, to my friend Karl Wildermuth, Univ. Tübingen,who told me about lusters already 40 years ago, when I started my workon �ssion in Munih.As an experimentalist, I needed the ears and advie of theoretiians. Iam grateful to all of them, and I want to thank them here. Besides thethree already mentioned, my speial thanks go to S. �wiok, P. Möller andW. Nörenberg.All experiments I was involved in, were done in groups, and here mygratitude goes to the SHIP-group, whih I managed to bring together alongtime ago. We worked together over more than 20 years. Thanks to all ofthem, espeially to G. Münzenberg, S. Hofmann, and F.P. Hessberger fornew elements, and to K.-H. Shmidt and W. Reisdorf for reation studies.It was a great time for me, thank you all one more.
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